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secret key, K , and a public hash function, h. In the initial (setup)
phase of the protocol the veri�er and the prover generate nonces
NV andNP which are used to calculate a sequence of 2n bits usingK
and h: R01, . . . ,R
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protocol is followed by a series of n single-bit exchanges, de�ned by
the following procedure: To a random challenge bit Ci sent by the
veri�er in the ith round, the prover instantly replies with either R0i ,
in case Ci = 0, or R1i , in case Ci = 1. At the same time, the prover
discards the corresponding other bit, R1i or R

0
i . This way, the prover

reveals only half of all the bits derived in the initial phase. For each
round, the veri�er marks the time when a challenge bit is sent, and
the time the response is received.

In the last phase of the protocol, the veri�er computes his dis-
tance from the prover and checks that the responses are correct. The
veri�er grants access to the prover if all time tests for bit exchanges
are successful, i.e., do not exceed the prede�ned distance bound,
and if all n bits are correctly exchanged. Keeping in mind potential
errors, due to e.g., noise, the veri�er’s decision can be parametrised
so that access is granted if the time-test is satis�ed in a number of
rounds, e.g., in a simple majority of rounds, and if only a number of
response bits, k out of n, are correct. Di�erent acceptance criteria
are further explored when we describe the rewriting model of DB
protocols in Section 4.

2.2 Distance Fraud Attacks
Guessing Attacks. The responder involved in the distance mea-
surement phase of a DB protocol can be an attacker, who does
not share the relevant secrets, including the secret key K , with
the veri�er, as well as a dishonest prover, having access to the
shared secrets. An attacker with no access to the shared secrets
may try to successfully complete a protocol session by randomly
guessing the correct bit responses to the challenge bits received. A
dishonest prover may also use guessing to try to appear closer than
he actually is. He does so by guessing challenge bits and sending
response bits ahead of time, before receiving the challenge bits.
This a�ects the measured time di�erence, and hence the relative
distance calculated by the veri�er. Furthermore, as he knows the
2n bit sequence used in the protocol session, the dishonest prover
may perform educated guessing: before receiving a challenge bitCi ,
he may randomly choose between potential response bits R0i and
R
1
i . Moreover, in the case when R

0
i = R

1
i , the correct response is a

priori known to the prover.
While guessing ahead, the prover needs to maintain synchrony

with the veri�er’s pace of sending out challenges to minimize the
chances of being detected. This is important since an unsolicited
response is a witness for a guessing-ahead attempt and is used
by the veri�er to immediately abort the protocol session. To syn-
chronize with the veri�er, the prover carefully times a premature
response ri+1 (for round i + 1) in relation to the challenge ci of the
preceding round i . Therefore, in an n-round protocol run, the last
n � 1 responses can all be sent out prematurely. The �rst-round
response is not guessed ahead as the prover uses the �rst challenge
to initiate the attack. The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates a possible
sequence of challenge-response exchanges with guessing ahead.
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Figure 1: A challenge-response sequence involving a
guessing-ahead prover. The dashed horizontal lines mark
the veri�er’s discrete clock cycle boundaries, and the verti-
cal bars on the left highlight the measured time-of-�ight.

Figure 2: Attack in-between-ticks

In-between-ticks Attack. Another type of attack that exploits
the distance measurement phase of a DB protocol is the in-between-
ticks (IBT) attack identi�ed in [19]. It can appear even when the
prover is honest and adversary is not present. It does not involve
guessing of the response bits and does not rely on the design details
of a speci�c distance bounding protocol. This attack is a conse-
quence of the foundational di�erence between real-time in the
physical world and time management by discrete time processors
that are used as veri�ers. Namely, such a discrete time veri�er per-
forms instructions and measures time following his clock cycle rate
and performance limitations. Assuming that an instruction can be
executed in one clock cycle, after sending a challenge message at
some moment, the veri�er can record this sending time only at a
later moment, in another clock cycle. Similarly, when receiving a
response message, the veri�er records its arrival at a later moment.
This can result in discrepancy between the actual and the observ-
able time intervals, i.e., between actual time when the bits are sent
and received, on one hand, and the recorded time of sending and
receiving bits, on the other, as shown in Figure 2. Consequently,
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